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2 of 2 review helpful Religious reflections By Jennet Sullivan Not being Jewish there were parts of this book that I 
didn t quite get but being Christian I know enough Old Testament to fake my way through some of the terms and 
holidays This was recommended to me by a Jewish Catholic friend who was very dear to me through college and I m 
glad I read it The people in each of her stories had a complexity that i In her critically acclaimed debut story collection 
Elisa Albert boldly illuminates an original cross section of disaffected young Jews With wit compassion and a 
decidedly iconoclastic twenty first century attitude in prose that is by turns hilarious and harrowing Albert has created 
characters searching for acceptance a happier view of the past and above all the possibility of a future Holidays family 
gatherings and rites of passage provide the backdr com Elisa Albert s How This Night Is Different is a hilariously 
irreverent collection of short stories that will leave readers longing for more from this talented newcomer While some 
might find the self deprecation off putting at times one of t 
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